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This article shares the future of the “new human” being separat-
ed as an autotroph or as another controlled “new human” specie. It 
demonstrates the trends, and future landmarks that will mark the 
human specie to only be listed in history books as we enter a new 
era with changes in our scare resources of: toxic food and water. 

Today, many of us are still human beings, but a part of the popu-
lation has already evolved to a new specie without even knowing 
it. They might already be connected to 4-5 devices daily and are liv-
ing in a virtual world. The genuine strong caveman and woman hu-
man with strong jaws and physical survival abilities have already 
become extinct. However; today our primary existence is evolving 
quicker than our adaptation. The “new human” specie will be di-
vided into 2 classes. Primarily, autotroph for the rich and wealthy, 
and another controlled specie that is pre-programmed, and geneti-
cally modified. All of these transitions may start with the power of 
fasting and this is why.

In history, fasting has been used for health and spirituality rea-
sons. However; today we may start to see fasting used as a tool 
to evolve the mass public population to the “’new human” specie. 
This “new human” specie will have a smaller stomach, be thin, frail, 
weaker, have less sensory and emotional feeling, be smaller, have 
larger eyes and consume less energy. It will have no or little emo-
tions and be more or a robotic human that can easily be recharged 
with electricity, iv’s and chemically induced medicine. It will easily 
be controlled and fall into certain classes of doing for what the new 
world needs (for example: workers, creators etc). We may soon see 
billboards advertising message “ Get your IV food Free, “ Re-charge 
your nutrients with XYZ Firm” etc…If we look at famous historical 
people such as: Mahatma Gandi who fasted for 21 days, or Ram Ba-
hadur Bomjon fasted for 11 months, and Barbieri who fasts for 382 

days (The Longest recorded human fast listed in 1971 the Guinness 
Book Of records), the effects of fasting are the same in all. Fasting 
was not just used for health, spirituality but it was used to send a 
message, protest, or to create an awareness. Fasting has been used 
since the 5th Century BCE, where it was used by Hippocrates to 
heal patients. Others like Plato, and Socrates fasted for 7-10 days 
to improve mental and physical performance. Even today, fasting 
is sought in religious groups, medical field ( prior to certain lab ex-
ams, blood work or surgeries). In the health field, many people fast 
to lose weight, or reboots ones metabolism. However; the new fu-
ture fast, the new fast will determine the future populations ability 
to survive into the next era.

“The new human” may be forced into a fast, such as kids are 
forced to get their shots, a fast will be mandatory to prepare people 
for their iv’s and new nutrients, minerals, chemicals that will be 
sent via blood. Those who do not partake in the fast, will find it 
hard to find edible food to survive, or clean water, therefore; their 
only option of survival is to fast into the new system. At this date 
the human specie will only be seen in history books, and truly lost. 
“ The new human” will be controlled, lifeless, and robotic in nature. 
For this first time in history, may we see the evolution of fasting to 
force a human evolution of the “new human” specie. 

In today’s world, fasting is free and and optional thing to do. For 
some it is to follow their own beliefs, of the celebrity trends to look 
good, and re-energize. However; in the future it may be a mass re-
quirement for the mass public to undergo to survive. A special fast 
may be introduced for the wealthy to become autotrophs, self-suf-
ficient to survive with no external sources of food and water. Their 
health may be monitored and increased with various other sources 
such as injections etc… 
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In conclusion, expect the new future fasts to be more like a pre-
programmed medical procedure to begin the evolution of the new 
human specie for the mass population and the wealthy. Imagine, 
every child, and parents undergoing special preparatory fasts to 
prepare them to live xyz programmed years and customize the 
body, mind and internal organs to adapt to the new era. Iv’s of vi-
tamins and nutrients could be our only future remedies of survival 
with a life governed on fasting and fuelled with natural sun light 
and water vapor from clouds. The future “new human” would ap-
pear to be very thin, frail, physically weak, with change in features 
such as: larger eyes, smaller ears, mouth, nose, and less senses and 
feeling. The wealthier would already have their system evolved to 
be autotroph. They will be self sufficient and do not rely on any 
external sources. The desire to be an autotroph human will be so 
intense, because it may be the only way out to survive the new era, 
however; the cost of survival is unknown and left up to us to start 
to educate ourselves of past survival methods.
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